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[The E~l.itor r~grets that pressure on space has necessit;tted conside~a1:>le c~ndepsation of part of this article. 
The latter part IS as written by Major Yeates and, so far as is possible, the style and humour have been 
retained throughout. A tabulated list of surgical equipm,ent has been omitted.] " , , 

FOREWORD. 

THIS was written after experiences in the Wau-Salamaua area. This campaign was in 
mountainous country/with skilfully planned flanking attacks. It was necessary to work 
within a few hours of' the front, otherwise all the casualties which occur about sunset-a 

. favourite time for Japanese counter-attacks-must remain in. the jungle all night. H was 
impossible for the natives to ,carry stretchers af~er dark., We often. had to work in a tiny 
" A.D.S." for a battalion or even· for one or two C01I).panies. '. , , 

Thedifficjllltiesin getting back the wound~dhave one dubiolfS advantage for the surgeon--'-
a sudden, tremendous rush of cases is uncommoh. Tweiv~ natives .were. required for one 
stretcher case and, as the number was limited, it was,' unusual for more than two or three 
badly wounded tb, arrive together. ' 

PERSONNEL. 

The following were essential:-
(a) Thre~ofti<;:ers-:-sutgeon, medical officer and stretcher-bearer offic~r. . j • ' 

, Rerpember thatthere1are always medical cases requiring attention and it is quite useless 
t9inform a cerebral malaria or a meningitis that this is" surgery only."A wise surgeon will 
<il1ways have such indispensables as intravehous quinine, Da,genan arid sulphaguanadine. ' 

(b) Four theatre assistants-(i) Ass,istant at operation; (ii)ste:rilization; (iii) preparation; 
(iv) the very numerous general duties. 

(c) One ancesthetist-easily learned by an intelligent orderly. 
(d) One for resuscitation. . . I ' , 
(e) Fourteen others-clerk, cook, nursing, hygiene, water., etc. 
There must be a definite man detailed for every conceivable task to avoid such things as 
9' \ 

\ ' 
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98 The Q,rganization of Advanced Surgical Teams ,in New. Guinea 
"', ' \ 

" the light's fused, sir," "the kerosene drum is empty," or" thispatienfis having a severe 
rigor.'" ' 

TRANSPORT. / 

Pounds avoirdupois caused more worry than. did the acquiring of pounds sterling irrformer 
days., . ' 

We depended on transport planes lifting 5,000 pouncj.s and on Native" boys" carrying a 
maximum of 40 pounds for five to six hours-a day., 

Sixteen boys carried' the ,purely surgical· equipment; (640 pounds). With this we cOlIld 
perform any operation in the open air without any cover, and give saline, serum or blood. 

Nine boys were required for a complete and adequate electric light outfit (1 for light and' 
standard, 3 for batteries, 4 for battery,charger and 1 for 4 gallons of petrol). .:\ good light is 
eSsential: If necessary the char~~Il"lRay be left as fully charged batteries last eight hours and 
Brigade or Signals may have ony.' , / 

Twenty to twenty-five boys,are required for accommodation stores. . ' 
Note.-You save boys by ml).ving forward whenever possible. In one day fifty boys will 

move you fqrward five or six miles. The same,boys, inthe same time, will bring only four 
patients ba~k. (The Staff, Captain soon finds this out.) 

EQUIPMENT; 

,Accommodation Stores.-Cut out Army stretcpers, and tents.; Stretchers, can be made 
from bamboo (or other suitable timber) and blankets. 

:' Sisalcraft " is used in place of tents. It is one-tenth the weight of canvas and is 100 
per cent waterproof if used correctly. It is in rolls of 300 feet by, preferably; 5 'feet. Two 
rolls, cairiedby four boys, will cover six huts each 15 by 20 feet. \ 
, Nearly all accommodation stores can be dropped in excellent condition by transport planes. 

,sITE. 

In the unusual event of the decision being left to thesllrgeon, consider these factors in 
order:- ", ' 

(i), Proximity to.front~preferably one to two hours a~d close to Battalion headquarters. 
(ii), Water supply---,.usuaUy no tl;'ouble in New Guiriea hut the fiercest fighting is usually 

for high ground where water supply is poorest. Bamboo pipes can be used as gutters for 
sisalcraft roofs. , , " / 

(iii) Cover-(a)Jrom shells and mortars, (b) from the air. Behind a ridge,deep in trees, 
gives good protection. The co 'Ok-house sh9uld be;a good hundred/yards fro~ the wards as 

/, the Japanese are keen On SMOKE. 
(iv) Terrain-a gentle slope, with thick trees bJt little undergrowth, is ide~l. 
(v) Proximity to A.S;C.-but keep a sensible distance from a " dropping ground." 

PACKING. 1 
, , 

Pac,k in standard weights of 40 pounds for each boy. So much he~~y stuff in each box 
with lighter for packing. . ' 

ADVANCING TO NEW SITE.' 

Send an advance party to the selected site one or two days in advance. They construct. 
frames for huts, etc., ' 'If new stores are dropped they can roof the huts and build the beds. ~ 
If not,the old site is Closed dowri, the sisalcraft and blankets already Sewn up (called" bed
sails ") are rolled up and carried to the neW-site. With the frame already prepared the roof 
and beds can be completed in a couple of hours. ' 

, ACCOMMODATION., , 

We ~stimated,arbitrarily, for fifty op~rations without fresh stocks arid holding capacity 
for fifty also. ' 
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J. M. Yeates, 99 

Huts required are: M.l. ropm, store,' resuscitation, theatre and four wards each with' 
twelve to fourteen bunks. Extra ones for cook-house and sleeping quarters are desirable., 

The u,sual size of these huts was :- ' 
M.I. room and store, 10 feet, by IS feet each. 
Resuscitation and theatre, 20 feet by 15 fe~t each. 
Two wards with" double deckers," 20 feet by 10 feet each-24 patients. 
Two surgical wards with "single ,deckers," 20 feet DY 30 feet-32 patients. 
Each hut was 6 feet 6 inches high at " ceiling level" and the pitch of the roof was 45 

degrees ~ith a good over-hang. . . . . 
To avoid nails, or other .form of fixation, sisalcraft was, hung transversely, each s,trip 

supported by ridge poles; Provided the overlap.is 9 inches to 12 inches this is quite water
proof. On n(Loccasion during six months waS<l ,piece of roofing dislodged by wind. If 
cover from the air is not perfj3ct a special quick-dryiI).g paint must be/applied to the sisa1cnift 
before erecting it. 

The beds. for the surgical wards are quite removable-a frame 6 fept 6 inches by 2 feet, 
resting on tresties, with handles only 6inches)ong. These portable befls, called" bed-sa* " 
by the natives, are simply a bamooo frame With'a blanket sewn firmly round. They fit the 
operating table' and trestle&. J , • 

, Upper bunKS are usually reserved for medical cases but may be used for walking wounded 
when recovered frolP their amesthetic. , 

Hair cover is good"the huts may be briilt close tpgether. Resuscitation, ,theatre and one 
surgical ward should be nearly adjacent to avoia a long carry on a dark, muddy, rainy night. 

THEATRE. 
" , 

The one-surgeon two-table system saves at least twentyminute~ between cases .. In every 
case, except one; a two-table theatre was constructed. The minimum size is 15 feet by 2Q feet. 

Buildonly one operating table complete, for the other rtse a bed-sail dn strMchers . 
. \ The long, wide, full length shelf is very useful. On it you can unpack everything on a 
"'(functional "basis. This saves endless" rummaging" in the middle of operat.i.ons .. The 
&nly snag to complete unpacking is damage by the weather, especially moulds and rust. 

[] 

From 

• 
I " 

RESUSClTATIQN [!] 
I 

c, I 
. 

• . I 
\ 

D. 

A. I 
IIJ' 

, 

lA. I , 

~ , 
I 

J 

B 

To 
WARDS 

Theatre layout: A, operating tables, 6 feet.3 inches by 1 toot 9 inches; 
B, table for sterilization ~ C, wash table; D, thre.e-decker .shelf . ~hich 

holds all stores; E, portable tables. 

. ~ . 
, " 

The answer is a partial re-pack on a functional basis having samples of each contained item 
on the lids of the boxes, 

If you leave the boxes packed on a '" travelling" basis th~ muddle will be amazing. 
For the first few days" furnishings" are rough and scanty; In spare moments extra 

, "gadgets" are construCted,wires slung overhead for holding lamps and" Soluvacs." At 
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cl 00 The Organization of Advanced Surgical Teams in New Guinea 

the end of a week every item should be viSible and accessible ,and provision made for ~verY. 
'contingency. ' Our final A.D.S: was, for every practical purpose, as good as a modern civilian 
~~. . . 

LIGHTING. 

The answer is one or. two Tilleys with spare parts and the electric light apparatus pre
viously mentioned. The Tilley can be used for the induction of anresthesia,excisi9n of skin,,' 
fat and superficial muscle. ' , 

It is dangerous to excise more deeply without it beam ~f light. Some surgeons are fond of 
the surgeon's head-lamp. This appe,ars to light the wound only with the" general" lighting 
extinguished,--a very undesirable feature. But it is useful for an emergency. ., 

Black-ol!t, when necessary, is very easily obtaineq. by hanging blankets. Sisalcraft is 
100 per cent opaque and big ~ves are .helpful. 

HEATING. 

No less than four Primusstoves are needed in the theatre, one for the instrument sterilizer, ' 
one for heating water in the 4-galJon copper cistern,and .Qhefor the linen sterilizer, 

, The fourth one is produced at a moment's notice when. a sudden" failure" occurs. . 
In New Guinea the temperature is usually warm.: On the mountains, 'the mere hanging 

of blankets ador a blac,k-outwillsoon raise the t~mperature nearly to body heat (with three 
i Primusesand one TiIJey in action).' , . 

STER~LIZATION .. 
There is Jittle to add to previous accounts. Everything is boiled: It is better to have a 

second container for towels, gloves, etc.,. If hone is ootainable,.a 4-.gallori kerosene dtuIp cut 
longitudinally answers thep~rpose. " ., " '.' ' ) " 

AN.£STHESIA. 

Pentothal \,'Vas used for every ,case except abdominals. I~ no single case did pent~thal' 
fail to produceanresthesia nor did <my untoward symptoms occur. Atropine \Vas ~ever used. 
Morphine was used in large doses; Every conscious patient was given t grain thirty minutes 
.before operation, providing he had- received no injectionin the hour previous. In earlier., 
days morphine was used more sparingly, as, recommended by. Captain ,Morton. In these 
cases induction was ,less. smooth, more amesthesia waS required and mote troubles like 
couglting and .sneezing were prevalent. '., , , 

'/ One patient had received 1 (one) grain of morphine in the previous twelve hours, His 
anresthetic was delightfuL ' , 

'·One can faithfully 'record that big doses of. morphine .never caused serious respiratory 
depression. \'. . . '/ 

Ih our unit the pentothal injections were given by the dental officer, his staff-serjeant or 
, \a trained orderly, They received only two instructions: (a) Be personally re;;pohsible for 

.every breath the patient breathes; (b) if he kicks, gi\re him a little more. ' 
. Pentothal was given with the patiEmt in every conceivable position fr9m prori~ to supine. 

With. a little ingenuity one can always find a handy vein.. i .": 

, An airway was NOT used (but was always kept insiglJ.t). ,It is,a great mistake to intro
, duce one" as a precaution." This otten causes coughing, etc. 

In more than half the cases, more' than 1 gram of pentothal was used-on many occasions 
perh~ps,22 to 25 c.c .. being the, total. There is thus a considerable'wastage; and when 
indenting it is wise to reckon on 2 grams for each c·asualty. 

When a "session" is commencing-say 12 cases-time and anresthetic are saved ~y 
preparing enough solution in advance.in a sterile basin.'. '. 

One very prettyil)novation wasmaqeby thedentp16fficer (Captain McGrath). " This 
, w;as a plaster.slab 8 inches by 6 inches by 1 inch. Before this had set some 8 " dimples" 

were ll4-de by pressing in a pentothal ampoul~. This~is a smqllpoint, but it saved m;:tnyan' 
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ampoule from being kno.cked over. Syringes were kept in S.V:M. in a " Cellona '~tin, being 
"rinsed with ether and then t c.c. o.f the distilled water before use. 

(S.V.M. is often scarce. For this reason we used it for two things only-(l) syri~ges and ' 
cutti:Jilg instrument; (2) :eriming.) ,," 

It wbuld be interesting to know whether{lt is safe to dissolve 1 gram pentothal ID Qnly 
10 c.c. water and inject twice as slowly. . After all the patient would then receive the,same 
amount in'the same time. The gteat .advant;tge would be the ne<;:essity fQr~O c.c. syringes 
only., These are 'much more convenient and more easily obtaineq, than the 20c.c. which is a 
very ungainly instrument wIth its invariable .central- nozzle. 

Pentothal has' still more virtues. It is o.nly a fraction the weiglit of ether (espeCially 
, when allQwanceis made for bottles), and it appears to. keep indefinitely. " 

" Finally tb'etroops actually enjoy the ~ndudion-+-" Wacko!" said oneJad as he went 
under. . . , 

IN ACTION . 

. (1) ADMISSION. 

" The best plan is to have th~ natives carry the patients into the" Resuscitation" hut. 
The" A and D " clerk sees them pass the door Qf the. M.L room ~d can easilycQmeand obtain 
the necessary particular's. (Once the natives place a stretcher dQwn, it is the devil's Qwn job 
to persuade them (0 carry it another yard.) 

The" Resuscitation" hut is built large enough to. serv~ as a reception :room in addition. 
Avoid 'at all costs allowing patients to go to the wards BliFORE operation. This causes. 
endless difficulties. Sometimes you may be forced. One-way traffic is the iMal, with waiting 
patients in sjght· of the surgeon. In rush periods a' nurl;lingQrde~ly is necessary: In quiet 
times the " pr~p " mauis capable ,of doing the work. 

. . (2) RESUSCITATION. 

If this];>e necessary, then blood is the thing ta, give. If.this be impossible, serum is 
,used instead (1 litre of wet serum in "Soluvac" bottle. This appears to keep indefinitely even 
in \varm areas). , . 

With good planning blood can be given to nearly all deserving cases provided the rush is 
not t06 acute: ' 

The following arrimgement wo.rked well;- . 
(i) The RM.O. telepho.nes to say,'e.g., " two severely injured'will arrive in one and a half 

hours. Both are very sho.cked. Types A2 and 04.'" '. '. . 
(ii) T~e surge~m info.rms his blo.o.dtransfu.sio.n o.rderly (an o.fficer if avaihible). . ( 
(iii) . The o.rderly! phones the nearest available so.urce o.f do.no.rs, e.g. BDE' o.r EN HQ . 

(previo.u~ly a,rranged). . I , . 

(iv), Usually three o.r fo.ur eager do.n0,rs arrive in ten to. tw~nty minutes. , 
(v) Blo.od is co.llected and kept standing irr a basin of cold water. , 
(vi) The blo.o.d is then given to. the patients within a few minutes of ar~ival. 
This system really rrie'J,ns having a private "blo.od bank." Once or twice blo.o.d was 

thto.wn away, but 0.11 at least o.ne o.ccasio.n a life was 5lefinitely saved. '(The patient arrived 
without pulse and actually stopped breathing, He was given 1 pint of blood in ten minutes, 
and.4 pints in the next four ho.urs-then amputatio.n and rapidreco.very.) 
, Needless to. say everything necessa,ryfor resuscitatio.n is kept in the resuscitatio.n.. ro.o.m. 
Have ho.t water bag's ready aswel1 as blo.o.d. 

At one time we had a serieso.f severe" rigors " necessitating cessatio.n o.f the transfusion 
(fo.ur co.nsecutively). ..' . ..' 

" No reactions have occurred since the use of',' SQluvacs" filled with nQrmal saline .. This is 
certainly wasteful! but the tubing system must be rinsed thQroughly with DISTILLED water. 
The saline is used fo.r this, and the empty bo.ttle then used asa receptacle. Saline has o.nly 
o.ne o.ther us'e-in perfo.ratio.n of bo.wel. 
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, , 

(3) PREPARATION. 

The preparation man has a big job and he is trained to do everything in acertain order . 
• (al. Urinal, sip of water, cigarette, morphia (if necessary), A.T.S.; personal effects, 

denture and F.M. Card to be placed in a fixed spot. 
(b) Move patient from clumsy native stretcher (15 feet long) to bed-sail which is always 

, lying in readiness-prepared with: ground-sheet on top. (1 patient in 10 cannot be moved 
before anaosthetic.) In these cases the native" stretcher is carried into the theatre, placed on 
the rigid operating table, the bindings cut, and the poles removed, thus leaving the blanket 
or/hessian only. After operation such a patient is placed on a bed-sail. . 

(c), Strip completely and wash in warm Dettol (when possible). 
" (d) Wash and shave the. wounded regiop over a very large area-the co~plete circum-

ference of limbs, and a foot in every direction. '-
(e) Whilst the shaving is--:in progress, a good orderly will pick up valuable information, 

e.g. swelling, tenderness, crepitus, paralysis, palpable F.B.:-sometimes 12 inches or 14 inches 
from the wound. In,tne absence of X-rays the surgeon must relyon other factors for guidance;, 
and tenderness on shaving is a useful guide as to direction. 

(1) Finally iodine to skin, sterile towel and blanket. , 
When possible the surgeon should. examir,te 'the patient AFTER preparation but BEFORE 

the amesthetic. The general position is now much clearer and corre~t deductions can be 
u,sually made.. I ' 

Ask the patient the type of missile and his POSITION when injured. If reasonable move
ment is present·in a limb,fJ;'acture is almost certainly excluded. 

By these methods nearly all large 'F.Rs can be found and removed. ' 

(4) OPERATION: 

A certain definite order in "scrubbing up" is desirable. When the instrument man 
gives his word tha't ,all is ready, the ·first assistantscI11bs. He will then arrange his instru
ments and drape the wound while the anaostJ::tetist scrubs (having previously prepared his 

". solutions and syringes). During the induction the surgeon scrubs. This saves hurrying the 
/ anaosthetist, and if he has a spot of trouble with the veins, he has time to try again. As soon 

as the patient loses consciousness the assistant applies a 'towel-clip to the skin. This invaria
bly causes movement and is the sign for more anaosthetic. 

When'the response to the" towel clip "test ': is negative, the pati~nt is ready. , By this 
arrangement the operation can commence without a second'sdelay the moment the surgeon 
is ready. 

Whilst the operation is in progress the instrument man is boiling up a second set of tools' 
(if available) and the" prep'" mail has the second patient on the second table and is busily 

, , engaged as before. At the eild. of the operation, the surgeon washes and removes gloves, 
writes up the F.M~, Card (in ink) and the operation book., There may be just time for a 
Cigarette. If the system is working well the next operation \can be commenced, at once. 
'For maximum speed,apRly vaseline gauze and dressings yourself, while the assistant is scrub~ 
bingo . '., 

, An interval of five minutes is considered'very good.' More than ten minutes, is poor. 
/ But this takes long training. I 

(5) EVACUATION. 

Is 'usually by native bearers, who arrive consistently at breakfast time. ' Twelve boys 
are required for one patient. , The. boys prefer to make their own stretcher on the spot. 
See tHat it is not too narrow and that the bindings are secure. Otherwise the patient will be 
severely crushed. (Once. the boys start it is difficult to stop them for any purpose.) Walking 
wounded and sick .can be evacuatedsoon,er if boys are obtained to carry their packs. One 
boy carries tw<? packs. 

lOne case in ten requires amesthetic before preparation can be completed. 
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I M. Yea.tes 103 

/ (6) SUPP!-Y. 

Usually by the boy-line or by dropping. B,oth are ,a little irregular so err on the side 
of excess stocks, particularly of important expendables, ~.g. pentothal, gauze, kerosene. ' 

Shortage of <imesthetics or kerosene will cause complete paralysis. Always keep a personal 
eye on these two items. > 

For the same reason a spare syringe or two is essential. , 
Indents arecomple.j:ed once weekly. With a little practice one can soon estimate future· 

n,eeds and so avoid sendingifrantiC signals (a sign of inefficiency). i 

Stoc~-taking is 'enormously facilitated by having all your stores displayed in the" Wool- • 
worth" style, and deficiencies become 'obvious. If you rely on promises and packing 
invoices, you will suffer sharp shocks. 

/ ,TECHNIQUE. 

It is beyond the,scope of these hurried notes to discuss surgical technique. However, a 
few points call for comment :-

(1) FRACTURE OF THE FEMUR. 

Technical instrudionsallow YDU a choice of plaster, spica or Thomas splint. The 
Writer is nDW more firmly convinced than ever after theBu~a-SDputa fighting that nDt .only 
is the Thomas splint preferable, but a/spica may be positively harmful. 

Spica treatment enjoyed a.degree of popularity in the Middle East largely because of the, 
Tobruk cases. Here, of cours~, circumstances were nearly ideal-'---all the resources of an 
Australian General Hospital, inclucj.ing warmth, orthopredic table. and plenty of assistance. 
With the resources of a tiny A.DS., applying a spica is a· harrowing business. It has the 
following disadvantages :- ' . 

(a) The anres.j:hetic must be continued for a further twenty minutes at least, as you cannot 
,risk movement until setting has occurred. ' 

(b) The patient (already shocked from a large excision and blood loss) must be 'completely 
exposed. . :' ". " , . ' 

(~) Worse than everything is the inevitable moving of the patient (as he is raised pre
cariDusly .on to a tin or basin) and often the FRAGMENTS. Nothing is more shockmg than 
grating of bone with tearing of muscle. Any surgeon who says it is always av()idable has not 
apPlied a spica under front line conditions. 

(d) Unless you are particularly skilful andfortuJ,1ate in choice of assistants, you will end 
up with one i~em out of position-the knee fully extended; or thefootplantar7flexed; 

(e) For the, first twenty-four hours (a critical time) the patient is clammy and un~om
fort.able. 

) \ 
(1) The risk of missiFlg anaerobic infection is increased enormously. 
(g) The weight of plaster is much greater. One bOY,can carry s~ven T(homas splints, but 

dnly enough plaster for two spicas.' ' 
(h) Minor items are difficulty in supply, (" Cellona ~, comes from England), difficulty in 

removal, inability to use again, offensive smell, and increased nursing difficulties. 
Compare this with the good old Thomas. 
(a) The moment the operfl,tion is completed tve~anresthetic is stopped and the patient at 

once covered completely with Warm blankets (note the immediate improvement in the pulse). 
(b) Two or three orderlies can nDW ~:pply the 'splint,merelyexposing one leg. With 

everything prepared .in advance this job takes five minutes. / (Orderlies seem to take a keen 
delight ~ applying 'Il Thomas. If they are .once shown the proper method, the surgeon need 
oJ,1ly supervise ·as he writes rip his notes.) 

.(c) If the splint is a good fit, has soft well-soaped leather, and is applied well, the patient 
is most comfortable. A good efficiency test is to pickup the.lower end of the splint (in the 
ward next mOmling) and move the leg through a wide range. This should be painless. 

/, 
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104 The Organization of Adyanced Surgical Teamsin New Guinea 
, \ ' .' 

(d) Finally, these patients were evacuated ort NATtVE stretch~rs over two, three and even 
four day trips. Captain Solomon (at M.D.S., Wau) reported that they all arrived in comfort! 

, and good order: ' ' 
(2) FRACTU:R,ES IN GENERAl;-. 

It has been clearly shown that plaster of Paris has some disadvantages in New Guinea. 
If a surgeon wishes to travel really light, he could dispense with plaster entirely, by using 
Thomas/ splints for below kney fractures and Cramer wire for fore-an:ns (binder~ are better 

, than anything for the humerus?, Unlike civilian injuries many cases of fractured tibia have 
i the fibula>intact. These cases scarcely need extension,<!-nd, therefore, even if fractured in the 
lower third they travel very well ona Thomas. " " 

It willge admitted that plaster is ideal fo~ fracture of BOTH bones in the lower third. 
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